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Overview :

This course is a 3-module “from beginner to practitioner” course on global fixed
income markets, and how top portfolio managers build and manage bond
portfolios, especially in today’s low and negative interest rate environment.

Module 1 begins with a thorough review of the basics of how bonds are quoted
and traded, repo markets, yield curve modelling, and managing interest rate risk.

Module 2 continues with how to manage bond portfolios, from simple bond
ladders to allocations using credit bond funds and ETFs. We then cover how to
hedge using futures and swaps (including cross-currency), and the basics of risk
management.

Module 3 dives deeper into corporate, high yield, sovereign, callable, and
perpetual bonds and loans. Beyond core concepts of options and credit analysis,
this day spends more time on a variety of examples & case studies of how to
apply the concepts of all three modules to different current opportunities we
might see in bond markets.

08 November 2021, Monday (Module 1)

Fundamentals of Bonds, Yield Curves & Interest Rate Risk

FTS Programme code: P210623BXL

09 November 2021, Tuesday (Module 2)

Portfolio Optimization, Futures, Swaps and Risk Management 

FTS Programme code: P210623LKC

10 November 2021, Wednesday (Module 3)

Credit Risk and Options in Investment Grade and High Yield Bonds

FTS Programme code: P210623KHP

Who should attend?

Current or future bond investors, bond fund managers, wealth managers /
private bankers, bankers/lenders, fixed income sales professionals, CFA
candidates, and CFA charter-holders looking to refresh or sharpen their fixed
income skills can benefit from this course. Attendees are assumed to be
comfortable with the basics of Microsoft Excel, but are not expected to have any
background in fixed income.

Registration Form: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/BondsnFI_2021

Updated on 25/10/2021

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/BondsnFI_2021
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08 November 2021, Monday (Module 1) : Fundamentals of Bonds, Yield Curves & Interest Rate Risk
FTS Programme code: P210623BXL 7 PL hours Level : Beginner

Course Objectives:

- Understand how bonds are quoted, traded, and financed via repurchase agreements (repos)

- Master the bond math of duration, PV, FV and curve construction

- Understanding essential bond trading and investment strategies, including in low and rising rate environments

- Fit the yield curve to infer future central bank moves and identify steep/flat/rich/cheap points

- Apply principle component analysis to understanding different yield curve shifts

Course Outline / Modules:

1. Simulation of bond trading, P&L, and repo

2. A classic asset liability management (ALM) problem: Duration matching, DV01 via tenor/allocation/leverage

3. The "rolling down the curve" bond investing strategy

4. Bootstrapping: Calculating today’s price of any future cash flow

5. A simple model for fitting yield curves and forecasting interest rates

6. Introduction to principle component analysis (PCA) - a powerful tool for understanding how yield curves actually move

09 November 2021, Tuesday (Module 2) : Portfolio Optimization, Futures, Swaps and Risk Management
FTS Programme code: P210623LKC 7 PL hours Level : Intermediate 

Course Objectives:

- Build a bond ladder and basic bond fund / ETF, and calculate risk/return metrics

- Optimize a fixed income portfolio using mean-variance and alternate techniques

- Use futures and swaps to hedge or access specific types of interest rate or currency exposure

- Apply risk management basics to a fund portfolio and to tactical steepener/flattener trades

Course Outline / Modules:

1. Evaluation of performance vs risk metrics of example fixed income portfolios, bond funds, and bond ETFs

2. Mean-variance optimization - how to maximize expected returns and minimize risk

3. Basics of fixed income futures and swaps and how to use them for hedging and yield enhancement

4. Basics of risk management including VaR and other risk measures, and how risk models fail.

10 November 2021, Wednesday (Module 3) : Credit Risk and Options in Investment Grade and High Yield Bonds
FTS Programme code: P210623KHP 7 PL hours Level : Intermediate 

Course Objectives:
- Understand different types of options found in fixed income markets and the basics of how they are traded

- Understand credit risk, credit spreads, and measures of return premium from investing in credit

- Apply the concepts learned in the course to real examples found in fixed income markets

Course Outline / Modules:
1. Basics of option pricing, convertible bonds, important differences between equity options and fixed income options

2. More options found only mostly in Fixed Income – "Bermudan" callables, Swaptions, Caps and Floors

3. Credit spreads - benchmark, asset swaps, credit default swaps, and implied default probabilities

4. Basics of credit analysis, ratings, Z-scores, capital structure arbitrage, and structured credit trades
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IBF-FTS Enhanced Funding support (New)

This programme is approved for listing on the Financial Training Scheme (FTS) Programme Directory and is eligible for FTS claims
subject to all eligibility criteria being met. Please note that in no way does this represent an endorsement of the quality of the
training provider and programme. Participants are advised to assess the suitability of the programme and its relevance to
participants’ business activities or job roles.

This scheme is only eligible for only company-sponsored (Financial Institutions and eligible FinTech Firms) participants who are
Singapore Citizens or Singapore Permanent Residents, physically based in Singapore and who have successfully completed the FTS
programme.

90% funding of direct training costs subject to a grant cap of S$2,000 per participant per programme.

Please refer to www.ibf.org.sg for more information.

CFA Society Singapore (A member society of CFA Institute) 
20 Cecil Street, #08-10, PLUS, Singapore 049705   |   Phone : (65) 6323 6679
Website : www.cfasocietysingapore.org  |   email : eventmanagement@cfasocietysingapore.org

Testimonials
“Enlightening and eye widening workshop that provides a holistic view of fixed income markets” Wang Ning, 
ICPRC

“Knowledgeable & Insightful Presentation. Trainer is very experienced” Maggie Yee

Note : 
• Basic familiarity with Microsoft Excel. 

• Many of the exercises and calculations of bond trade profit and loss are done in Excel sheets where you can see the 
formulas, but where it is more important that you understand the inputs, outputs, and how they relate. 

• A desktop or laptop (Mac or PC) version of Excel is recommended, though some attendees have had success with the 
iPad version of Excel as well.

Trainer’s Bio

Tariq Dennison TEP is a portfolio manager at GFM Group, a Hong Kong based adviser to
multinational retirement plans. Prior to GFM, he served in the wealth management
divisions of Societe Generale in Hong Kong, CIBC in London and Toronto, and JP Morgan
and Bear Stearns in New York. Tariq holds a Masters in Financial Engineering from the
University of California at Berkeley, and is a lecturer at ESSEC Business School in Singapore,
as well as being an instructor for CFA Society Singapore workshops on Fixed Income,
Alternatives, and ETFs.

Mr. Dennison is author of the book “Invest Outside the Box”, over 100 articles on equity
and fixed income investing across US and Asian markets, and a frequent speaker on RTHK
Radio 3’s “Money Talk”.

http://www.ibf.org.sg

